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The One Resource That Explains EVERY Provision of the Single Most Sweeping Piece of Legislation in 50 Years! CCH's Law, Explanation
and Analysis of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Including Reconciliation Act Impact provides employers, legal, legislative,
health, and insurance professionals with comprehensive explanation and analysis of every aspect of health care reform legislation. The
information is crucial, current, and reliable and offers complete, clear and practical guidance on every provision. This is one of the most highimpact pieces of legislation passed in decades. Taken together, the laws are over 2,800 pages long. Many hundreds of changes are made to
existing laws and– over 600 changes to the Social Security Act alone (which contains all of the Medicare and Medicaid law), including almost
50 newly added provisions. Other laws affected include the Employee Retirement Income and Security Act (ERISA), the Public Health
Service Act, the Internal Revenue Code, and even the Fair Labor Standards Act, among others. Law, Explanation and Analysis of the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, Including Reconciliation Act Impact include contains almost 500 expert explanations telling you what all
those law changes mean. Only Law, Explanation and Analysis of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, Including Reconciliation Act
Impact includes: An editorially enhanced version of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act that integrates in place changes made to it
by the Reconciliation Act of 2010 and Title X amendments Text of the Joint Committee on Taxation report that provides background
information on the revenue-related provisions of the laws Finding devices to help navigate between analysis and official text Caution notes
The legislation contains the most significant health care changes in decades. Topics covered include the following: For employers: Enhanced
employer responsibility Insurance market reforms Health insurance exchanges Individual responsibility mandate For health providers and
beneficiaries: Expanded eligibility rules for Medicaid and the Children's Health Insurance Program Reimbursement changes for physicians
and hospitals to focus on primary and preventive care Reimbursement changes for hospitals to increase coverage in rural areas Expansion of
existing value-based purchasing and quality programs EXCLUSIVE ONLINE FEATURE! With your purchase of the book, you'll receive
access to a special website that gives you access to SSA, ERISA, and IRC provisions amended by the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act and the Reconciliation Act of 2010, as well as other valuable Health Care Reform information and resources. Full text of both Acts
will also be provided on this exclusive website.
Medicare Handbook, 2017 EditionWolters Kluwer
To provide effective service in helping clients understand how they are going to be affected by health care reform and how to obtain
coverage, pursue an appeal, or plan for long-term care or retirement, you need the most current information from a source you can trust Medicare Handbook. This is the indispensable resource for clarifying Medicare's confusing rules and regulations. Prepared by an outstanding
team of experts from the Center for Medicare Advocacy, Inc., it addresses issues you need to master to provide effective planning advice or
advocacy services, including: Medicare eligibility rules and enrollment requirements; Medicare covered services, deductibles, and copayments; coinsurance, premiums, penalties; coverage criteria for each of the programs; problem areas of concern for the advocate;
grievance and appeals procedures. The 2017 Edition of Medicare Handbook offers expert guidance on: Health Care Reform Prescription
Drug Coverage Enrollment and Eligibility Medigap Coverage Medicare Secondary Payer Issues Grievance and Appeals Home Health Care
Managed Care Plans Hospice Care And more! In addition, Medicare Handbook will help resolve the kinds of questions that arise on a regular
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basis, such as: How do I appeal a denial of services? What steps do I need to take in order to receive Medicare covered home health care?
What are the elements of Medicare's appeal process for the denial of coverage of an item, service, or procedure? Does my state have to help
me enroll in Medicare so that I can get assistance through a Medicare Savings Program? When should I sign up for a Medigap plan? If I am
on Medicare, do I have to buy health insurance in the insurance marketplace created by the Affordable Care Act? Is it true that I have to show
medical improvement in order to get nursing and therapy services for my chronic condition? And more! The 2017 Medicare Handbook is the
indispensable resource that provides: Extensive discussion and examples of how Medicare rules apply in the real world Case citations,
checklists, worksheets, and other practice tools to help in obtaining coverage for clients, while minimizing research and drafting time Practice
pointers and cautionary notes regarding coverage and eligibility questions where advocacy problems arise, and those areas in which
coverage has been reduced or denied And more!
To provide effective service in helping people understand how they are going to be affected by health care reform and how to obtain
coverage, pursue an appeal, or plan for long-term care or retirement, you need the most current information from a source you can trust Medicare Handbook. This is the indispensable resource for clarifying Medicare's confusing rules and regulations. Prepared by an outstanding
team of experts from the Center for Medicare Advocacy, it addresses issues you need to master to provide effective planning advice or
advocacy services, including: Medicare eligibility rules and enrollment requirements; Medicare covered services, deductibles, and copayments; coinsurance, premiums, penalties; coverage criteria for each of the programs; problem areas of concern for the advocate;
grievance and appeals procedures. The 2019 Edition of Medicare Handbook offers expert guidance on: Medicare Enrollment and Eligibility
Medicare Coverage in all Care-Settings Medicare Coverage for People with Chronic Conditions Medicare Home Health Coverage and
Access to Care Prescription Drug Coverage Medicare Advantage Plans Medicare Appeals Health Care Reform And more! In addition,
Medicare Handbook will help resolve the kinds of questions that arise on a regular basis, such as: How do I appeal a denial of services?
What steps do I need to take in order to receive Medicare covered home health care? What are the elements of Medicare's appeal process
for the denial of coverage of an item, service, or procedure? Does my state have to help me enroll in Medicare so that I can get assistance
through a Medicare Savings Program? When should I sign up for a Medigap plan? If I am enrolled in Medicare, do I have to buy health
insurance in the insurance marketplace created by the Affordable Care Act? Is it true that I have to show medical improvement in order to get
Medicare for my nursing and therapy services? And more! The 2019 Medicare Handbook is the indispensable resource that provides:
Extensive discussion and examples of how Medicare rules apply in the real world Case citations, checklists, worksheets, and other practice
tools to help in obtaining coverage for clients, while minimizing research and drafting time Practice pointers and cautionary notes regarding
coverage and eligibility questions when advocacy problems arise, and those areas in which coverage has often been reduced or denied And
more! Note: Online subscriptions are for three-month periods. Previous Edition: Medicare Handbook, 2018 Edition ISBN 9781454884224

Some issues accompanied by supplements.
State-by-State Guide to Human Resources Law is the most comprehensive, authoritative guide to the employment laws of the 50
states and the District of Columbia. It is designed to provide quick access to each state's laws on the expanding number of issues
and concerns facing business executives and their advisors--the professionals in HR, compensation, and employee benefits who
work in multijurisdictional environments. This #1 guide to HR law in every state will help you to: Find accurate answers - fast - with
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our easy-to-use format and full citation to authority Compare and contrast employment laws between states Ensure full regulatory
compliance - and avoid legal entanglements Get instant access to clear coverage of key topics, including state health care reform
initiatives, FMLA, same-sex unions, workers' comp - and much more! And much more! State by State Guide to Human Resources
Law, 2018 Edition has been updated to include: In-depth coverage of the Supreme Court's recent same-sex marriage decision and
its implications for employment law Discussion of three important Title VII cases involving pregnancy discrimination, religious
discrimination, and the EEOC's statutory conciliation obligation Analysis of private sector employment discrimination charges filed
with the EEOC during FY 2014, including charge statistics, with a breakdown by type of discrimination alleged Coverage of recent
state and federal legislative efforts to prohibit employers from requiring employees and job applicants to disclose their passwords
to social media and private e-mail accounts as a condition of employment Discussion of the Supreme Court's recent PPACA
decision and its effect on the federal and state health insurance exchanges Update on the Domestic Workers' Bill of Rights, now
enacted in six states Coverage of the growing trend to raise state minimum wage rates and to increase penalties for violations of
wage and hour laws Update on workplace violence prevention efforts and related issues Coverage of state laws requiring
employers to provide pregnant workers with reasonable accommodations, including longer or more frequent rest periods And
much more Previous Edition: State by State Guide to Human Resources Law, 2018 Edition, ISBN 9781454883722Â¿
"[This book is a] guide and commentary for anyone involved in a liability case where the Medicare Secondary Payer Act comes
into play. This book is designed to serve as a resource guide for anyone interested in learning where the potential pitfalls of the Act
lay. The authors, highly versed in the complexities and nuances associated with the Act, provide commentary and analysis based
on the law as it is presently known, and suggest approaches to consider when attempting to finalize the liability case. The new
requirements of the Act will not be easily absorbed by the liability industry. Practices developed over decades will need to change.
Extra vigilance is necessary to avoid legal liability. This book provides much needed guidance to assist the practitioner in this
regard"--Provided by publisher.
Mandated Benefits 2016 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual covering key federal regulatory
issues that must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives in all industries. This
comprehensive and practical guide clearly and concisely describes the essential requirements and administrative processes
necessary to comply with all benefits-related regulations. It covers key federal regulatory issues that must be addressed by human
resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives across all industries. Mandated Benefits 2016 Compliance
Guide includes in-depth coverage of these and other major federal regulations: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(PPACA) Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) ActMental Health Parity and Addiction Equity
Act (MHPAEA)Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA) Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Heroes Earnings Assistance and Relief
Tax Act (HEART Act) Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) Mandated Benefits 2016 Compliance Guide
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helps take the guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human resources by clearly and concisely describing the
essential requirements and administrative processes necessary to comply with each regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting
employers against the most common litigation threats and recommendations for handling various types of employee problems.
Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits, useful checklists and forms, and do's and don'ts. A list of HR audit questions at the
beginning of each chapter serves as an aid in evaluating your company's level of regulatory compliance. Mandated Benefits 2016
Compliance Guide has been updated to include: The latest trends in successful Ethics and Compliance ProgramsInformation on
the Department of Labor (DOL) proposed changes to the FLSA white collar exemptionsThe latest DOL guidelines on the
determination of independent contractor status The new regulations and guidelines for health care reform as mandated by the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA), specifically updates and new information on Summary of Benefits and
Coverage (SBC); limits on cost-sharing; the employer shared responsibility (pay or play) requirements, information
reporting--Forms 1094 and 1095 SHOP--the small group market of the health care marketplace; and the so-called Cadillac
Tax--the 40 percent excise tax on high cost health plansThe major revisions to excepted benefits under the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), including limited wraparound benefits, EAPs, non-coordinated excepted benefits, and
supplemental excepted benefitsThe reinstated Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA)Information on the proposed definition of
fiduciary and the Supreme Court's first ever ruling on fiduciary standards Expanded information about joint employer relationships
An expanded section describing the employment application process; information about the status of the Deferred Action for
Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents (DAPA); and proposed changes to E-VerifyNew material on proposed sex
discrimination guidelines And much more

Mandated Benefits 2015 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual covering key federal
regulatory issues that must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives
in all industries. Mandated Benefits 2015 Compliance Guide includes in-depth coverage of these and other major federal
regulations: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health (HITECH) Act Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA) Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Heroes Earnings Assistance and Relief Tax Act (HEART Act)
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) Mandated Benefits 2015 Compliance Guide helps take the
guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human resources by clearly and concisely describing the essential
requirements and administrative processes necessary to comply with each regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting
employers against the most common litigation threats and recommendations for handling various types of employee
problems. Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits, useful checklists and forms, and do's and don'ts. A list of HR
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audit questions at the beginning of each chapter serves as an aid in evaluating your company's level of regulatory
compliance. Mandated Benefits 2015 Compliance Guide has been updated to include: The Dodd Frank Act, creating an
ethics training program, and practices and trends Information on payroll cards and Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA) tip credit New regulations and guidelines for health care reform as mandated by the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act (PPACA) Updated requirements for certificates of creditable coverage; excepted benefits under the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); and transaction standards The revised model general and
election notices as required under PPACA Qualified Longevity Annuity Contracts and definition of spouse per the
Supreme Court ruling in United States v. Windsor and updates to the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation's required
premiums The payment of long-term disability insurance by qualified retirement plans PPACA's effect on health
reimbursement arrangements; new information on the proposed $500 carryover of unused funds in health flexible
spending arrangements (FSAs) and PPACA's effect on health FSAs; new material on the effect of amendments to
HIPAA's excepted benefit rules on Employee Assistance Programs; and revised information on providing employee
benefits to legally married same-sex couples based on the Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Windsor and the
decision's effect on cafeteria plan mid-year election changes New sections on "no-fault" attendance policies and
pregnancy and the Americans with Disabilities Act Information on the definition of spouse based on the Supreme Court
ruling in United States v. Windsor New material on the proposed Equal Pay Report
Continuing its superiority in the health care risk management field, this sixth edition of The Risk Management Handbook
for Health Care Organizations is written by the key practitioners and consultant in the field. It contains more practical
chapters and health care examples and additional material on methods and techniques of risk reduction and
management. It also revises the structure of the previous edition, and focuses on operational and organizational structure
rather than risk areas and functions. The three volumes are written using a practical and user-friendly approach.
"Social Security and Medicare Answer Book" provides the specific guidance you need so you can ensure your clients
receive maximum benefit under the law. Get answers to vital questions such as: Does the 2010 health care reform
legislation change the benefits under Part B? How has the Social Security Administration revised the disability
determination process? What is the amount of an individual's Social Security benefit? Does my client need insurance to
supplement Medicare? Does Medicare cover long-term care? What level of retirement income will be needed to
supplement Social Security? At what point are benefits lost if an individual continues to work beyond retirement age? And
many more! "Social Security and Medicare Answer Book"contains separate, in-depth sections devoted to: Social
Security: You'll find detailed explanations of the types of benefits available, who qualifies, how to apply, and what to do if
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you are denied benefits. You'll learn how to calculate benefits and when and how benefits may be lost. Medicare Part A:
You'll find detailed explanations of the coverage and rules for each of the categories covered under Part A, namely,
inpatient hospital care, skilled nursing facilities, home health services, and hospice care. Medicare Part B: You'll get full
details on the specific services covered under Part B, including outpatient and partial hospitalization, home health
services, nurse-midwife services, dental/eye care services, mental health services, and prescription drugs. Medicare
Advantage: Sometimes called Medicare Part C (formerly Medicare + Choice), you'll get in-depth explanations of the
expanded range of choices potentially available to Medicare beneficiaries including provider-sponsored organizations,
private fee-for-service plans, and medical savings accounts. Medicare Part D: Learn the details of the best known feature
of the sweeping Medicare reforms providing for the voluntary prescription drug program. "Social Security and Medicare
Answer Book" has been updated to include: An updated Introduction, including the current financial status for Social
Security and Medicare and the future outlook for both Social Security account statements Electronic payment of benefits
Reduction of FICA taxes for 2011 Final rules about claiming Social Security retirement benefits and then suspending
payments Updated average monthly Social Security benefit payments Demonstration project for alternative test for being
insured for disability benefits Final rules on stepchild's benefits Regulations for improving the disability determination
process Rules finalized regarding time and place of administrative law judge hearings Income-based premiums for
Medicare Part B MMSEA Section 111 Mandatory Reporting GHP User Guide Time frame under health care reform for
filing Medicare benefits claim for fee-for-service services Final rule for review of end-stage renal disease determinations
Proposed rule regarding providing beneficiaries with written contact information for QIOs and state agencies Medicare
Advantage program proposed rule, capitation rates, and CMS annual Call Letter Annual coordinated election period
Medicare Advantage regulations as a result of health care reform legislation Changes to the coverage gap for Part D
plans Income-related monthly adjustment for enrollees in Part D plans Legal challenges to the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act Multi-payer Advanced Primary Care Practice Demonstration Project New section on Accountable
Care Organizations Updated premium and benefit amounts, statistics, cases, and regulations throughout
Mandated Benefits 2017 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual covering key federal
regulatory issues that must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives
in all industries. This comprehensive and practical guide clearly and concisely describes the essential requirements and
administrative processes necessary to comply with all benefits-related regulations. It covers key federal regulatory issues
that must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives across all
industries. Mandated Benefits 2017 Compliance Guide includes in-depth coverage of these and other major federal
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regulations: PPACA: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act Wellness Programs: ADA and GINA regulations FLSA: final rule on white collar exemptions Mental Health Parity Act
Executive Order 13706: Paid Sick Leave for Federal Contractors AAPs: proposed and final rules Pay Transparency Act
Mandated Benefits 2017 Compliance Guide helps take the guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human
resources by clearly and concisely describing the essential requirements and administrative processes necessary to
comply with each regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting employers against the most common litigation threats
and recommendations for handling various types of employee problems. Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits,
useful checklists and forms, and do's and don'ts. A list of HR audit questions at the beginning of each chapter serves as
an aid in evaluating your company's level of regulatory compliance. In addition, Mandated Benefits 2017 Compliance
Guide provides the latest information on: Retirement Savings Plans and Pensions Pay Practices and Administration Life
and Disability Insurance Family and Medical Leave Workplace Health and Safety Substance Abuse in the Workplace
Recordkeeping Work/Life Balance Managing the Welfare Benefits Package And much more!
Mandated Benefits 2014 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual covering key federal
regulatory issues that must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives
in all industries. Mandated Benefits 2014 Compliance Guide includes in-depth coverage of these and other major federal
regulations: Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health (HITECH) Act Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA) Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Heroes Earnings Assistance and Relief Tax Act (HEART Act)
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) Mandated Benefits 2014 Compliance Guide helps take the
guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human resources by clearly and concisely describing the essential
requirements and administrative processes necessary to comply with each regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting
employers against the most common litigation threats and recommendations for handling various types of employee
problems. Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits, useful checklists and forms, and do's and don'ts. A list of HR
audit questions at the beginning of each chapter serves as an aid in evaluating your company's level of regulatory
compliance. The Mandated Benefits 2014 Compliance Guide has been updated to include: Updated best practices for
organizing the human resources department Information on Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and severance
pay New regulations and guidelines for health care reform as mandated by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA) New information on de-identified protected health information (PHI) and the effect of the omnibus final rules
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on business associates and notification requirements in case of a breach of PHI Information on the revised model
election notice as required under PPACA A completely revised section on the final rules implementing HIPAA's
nondiscrimination requirements for wellness programs and updated information on providing employee benefits to legally
married same-sex couples based on the Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Windsor A new section on the
ADA's direct threat provisions Updated information on caregiver leave under military family leave and survey data
regarding the FMLA's impact Updated information on completing the newest Form I-9 and the E-Verify system The
OFCCP's final rules for developing and implementing AAPs for veterans and individuals with disabilities and new policy
directive for compensation compliance evaluations A new section on bring your own device to work and its impact on
employee privacy Information on the final rule revising the hazard communication standard, and the requirements for
safety data sheets, which will replace material safety data sheets New information on medical marijuana in the workplace
The 2015 Master Medicare Guide is packed with timely and useful information to help you stay on top of one of the most
complex programs administered by the federal government. The 2015 Edition includes: Over 500 explanation summaries
for all aspects of the Medicare program coverage, eligibility, reimbursement, fraud and abuse, and administration
Highlights of the Protecting Access to Medicare Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-93) and the Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care
Transformation Act of 2014 (P.L. 113-185)""; the most recent physician fee schedule reimbursement fix; A focus on the
continuing implementation of the Affordable Care Act as it relates to Medicare, including accountable care organizations
and a tighter link between the quality of health care and Medicare reimbursement All discussions include crossreferences to relevant laws, regulations, CMS manual sections, administrative and judicial decisions, and more!
Practical resource for all healthcare professionals involved in day-to-day management of operating rooms of all sizes and
complexity.
The 2015 Master Medicare Guide is a one-volume desk reference packed with timely and useful information for
providers, attorneys, accountants, and consultants who need to stay on top of one of the most complex programs
maintained by the federal government.
Mandated Benefits 2020 Compliance Guide is a comprehensive and practical reference manual that covers key federal regulatory
issues which must be addressed by human resources managers, benefits specialists, and company executives in all industries.
This comprehensive and practical guide clearly and concisely describes the essential requirements and administrative processes
necessary to comply with employment and benefits-related regulations. Mandated Benefits 2020 Compliance Guide includes indepth coverage of these and other major federal regulations and developments: HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act Wellness Programs: ADA and GINA regulations Mental Health Parity Act, as amended by the 21st Century
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Cures Act Reporting Requirements with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission AAPs: final rules Pay Transparency Act
Mandated Benefits 2020 Compliance Guide helps take the guesswork out of managing employee benefits and human resources
by clearly and concisely describing the essential requirements and administrative processes necessary to comply with each
regulation. It offers suggestions for protecting employers against the most common litigation threats and recommendations for
handling various types of employee problems. Throughout the Guide are numerous exhibits, useful checklists and forms, and do's
and don'ts. A list of HR audit questions at the beginning of each chapter serves as an aid in evaluating your company's level of
regulatory compliance. In addition, Mandated Benefits 2020 Compliance Guide provides the latest information on: Family and
Medical Leave Substance Abuse in the Workplace Workplace Health and Safety Recordkeeping and Documentation Integrating
ADA, FMLA, Workers' Compensation, and Related Requirements Significant Developments at the EEOC Affirmative Action Plans
Retirement Savings Plans and Pensions Pay Practices and Administration Health, Life, and Disability Insurance Managing the
Welfare Benefits Package Human Resources Risk Management And much more! Previous Edition: Mandated Benefits 2019
Compliance Guide, ISBN 9781543800449
Legal Nurse Consulting Principles and Practices, Fourth Edition, provides foundational knowledge on the specialty nursing
practice of legal nurse consulting. Legal nurse consulting is defined, and essential information about the practice is discussed
(history, certification, scope and standards of practice, and ethical and liability considerations). The essentials of the law and
medical records are explored. Analysis of the various types of legal cases on which legal nurse consultants work is provided, as
are other practice areas for legal nurse consultants. The various roles and skills of legal nurse consultants are explored, and the
textbook concludes with discussion of the ways in which legal cases are adjudicated. This volume allows nurses to bridge the gap
from their clinical experience to the unfamiliar territory of the legal world, with practical advice on topics including tactics for being
cross-examined in the courtroom and investigative and analytical techniques for medical records. Individual chapters by subjectmatter experts focus on the full range of legal, medical, and business issues that new or experienced legal nurse consultants and
nurse experts will encounter in their work. A nuanced look at the realities and complexities of toxic torts, medical malpractice
cases, civil rights in correctional healthcare, ERISA and HMO litigation, and other practice areas is offered. Suitable for
experienced nurses studying for certification as legal nurse consultants, and for expert witnesses, practitioners seeking to expand
their current legal nurse roles, and other healthcare and legal practitioners.
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